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Mood board for pollination systems

https://designwanted.com/hiive-sustainable-beehive/

https://www.yankodesign.com/

2022/07/13/ai-powered-mobility-

vehicle-is-the-answer-to-

responsible-beekeeping-in-urban-

farms/
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Self initiated project

Context: Swimming lessons for children beginning swimming 

Initial brainstorm

• a device to help parents 

• a device to help student get comfortable with water

• a device to help teachers 



Mood board for self initiated project 

https://www.ebay.com.au/itm/195538725624?

chn=ps&norover=1&mkevt=1&mkrid=705-159824-8168

07-4&mkcid=2&mkscid=101&itemid=195538725624&ta

rgetid=4584619897046653&device=c&mktype=&google

loc=&poi=&campaignid=412352396&mkgroupid=12963

24506082513&rlsatarget=pla-4584619897046653&abcI

d=9300543&merchantid=136820&msclkid=dcded39c66
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Observations

• focus on NWST  for 3 weekends in a row

• listen for cues from teachers 

• use research questions

Methodology 
• what research ins are you answering 

• how does your experiment answer this

• qualitative methods 

• triangualtion

• participants 

• conduct pilot study 

• represent methodology graphically 

• report needs to use graphics 

•

Qualitative methods 
• interviews

• surveys 

• observations 

• think/talk aloud protocols 

Emily Weatherall 
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Equipment that kids bring to swimming 
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Equipment used in lessons 
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Pollination systems 

https://agrifutures.com.au/wp-content/uploads/publications/07-059.pdf









surveys

• consent - need consent forms to conduct research and study 

• can conduct with family or fiends prior to test out surveys - pilot study 

• let research guide you 

• ask the right questions 

• element of good research - ethics of research, consistency across research group (surveys, interviews - conducting it the same way, consent form + questions + context + introduction) 

• consistency of data collection - limitations (face to face and zoom) + inconsistencies 

• observations - consistency - time of day, where, context, time when asking participants 

• avoid leading the participants - instead of saying ‘ was that easy for you?’ say ‘ can you explain the difficulty level with this task’ - unbiased

• to get more info about a specific thing - ask if they can unpack of tell me more about 

• have a general questionnaire - then can branch off into industry specific 

industry 

• make it look pretty - renders  add people, context  - materials aesthetically pleasing 





Bee keeping in Australia by State

QLD
•     https://qbabees.org.au/beekeeping-in-queensland/

• small industry 

• has become a very popular hobby 

• since 2017 the industry has increased in size by 114% with more than 9,200 

beekeepers registered 

• more than 6,600 beekeepers registered as keeping between 1-4 honey 

beehives 

• beekeepers with 25-250 hives are commercial beekeepers 

• more than 100,000 hives provide critical pollination service to qld farmers 

each year 

• pollination for avocados, macadamias, almonds, melons, berries, cucurbits, 

stone fruits and seed crops from managed honey bees. 

• avocado and macadamia pollination account for the majority of large-scale 

pollination events each year.

• Queensland produces approximately 69% of the total volume of avocados 

grown in Australia each year.

• crop pollination occurs between June and December in qld

• Commercial beekeepers migrate loads of 120 beehives at a time, from forest 

to farm gate providing critical pollination services to our farming friends.

•

SA 
• https://saaa.org.au/about-the-saaa/about-beekeeping/

• Commercial apiary operations in Australia are migratory (meaning that the hives are shifted) due to different floral resources being available in 

different areas at different times of the year. In order for bees to be strong and healthy they must have access to a variety of pollen and nectar.

• During the winter, many apiarists move their bees to ‘wintering sites’. These sites are usually in a warmer and dryer environment where the bees 

can take advantage of pollen and nectar resources. 

• Many of these hives are then transported to the almond orchards throughout the Riverland in readiness for the July-August flowering. Almond 

trees require cross-pollination by bees in order to produce almonds.

• Later in spring and into summer, hives may be moved to areas where there are stands of native trees to take advantage of nectar flows for honey 

production. Generally gums will produce most of their nectar when the weather is hot and sunny.

Research



TAS
• https://www.tasmanianbeekeepers.org.au/beekeeping-in-tasmania/

• European honey beens were first introduced in was in 1831 

• industry produces bees wax and pollination services to the seed 

and fruit growing industries 

• 2/3 of Tas honey production is from leatherwood production. 

• the other 1/3 is clover, blackberry Manuka and gum 

• the leatherwood flow is from early Jan to April and is the basis of 

the commercial industry in TAS 

• Leatherwood grows in rainforests in south west areas of the state

• has a strong flavour and distinct aroma. 

• unique to Tasmania and has a worldwide preutation as a distinct 

honey type

https://beekeepclub.com/keeping-honey-bees-safe-while-transporting-and-

relocating-hives/#comments

Moving hives
• Strap down the hives securely, and add some cushioning to minimize 

the jostling of the hives during the journey. Any stop during the trip will 

cause further disruption to the bees, so, if you are travelling a long 

distance, make sure the vehicle is roadworthy and has plenty of fuel.

•

Research

- must time the more perfectly.

-more at night
- keep the hives cool so they don't over

heat

-

spraying
water on the hives tokeep cool

-

using mesh travel screens - allows ventilation

- Bees are always in the hive at night
- Bee hive openings should be shut before

moving.
LD

use duct tape so there are sufficient ventilation spots .
L mesh with tape or

Staples/steelwool
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https://www.careermatch.com/job-prep/career-insights/profiles/apiarist/#:~:text=Maintain%20hives%2C%20harvest,more%20commonly%20known%29.

Research



https://entomologytoday.org/2019/04/01/road-trip-hive-transportation-stress-honey-bees/

Research



Research

https://agrifutures.com.au/wp-content/uploads/publications/07-059.pdf
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https://agrifutures.com.au/wp-content/uploads/publications/07-059.pdf
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https://www.cell.com/heliyon/pdf/S2405-8440(19)35593-8.pdf



https://eprints.qut.edu.au/232518/1/Daniel_Cook_Thesis.pdf



https://beekeepclub.com/keeping-honey-bees-safe-while-transporting-and-relocating-hives/#comments



https://academic.oup.com/ee/article/48/3/691/5423020





https://academic.oup.com/ee/article/48/3/691/5423020



Interview transcript

 Speaker 1:

Perfect. So when you transport them, what type of vehicle do you use?
Speaker 2:
I have a small flatbed truck and trailer.
Speaker 1:
Perfect. And could you describe the process of loading the bees onto that vehicle?
Speaker 2:
Okay, so the bee, I’ve got what’s called an easy loader. What I can do is, I’ll text your phone,
see what it looks like. It’s basically, it’s Australian made in Ballina in Northern New South Wales
and it’s like a crane that goes underneath individual hives. So they’re not on pallets, but they’re
individually text you a photo right now so you can see it. So it’s on the back of the truck.
Speaker 1:
Okay. Have you tried using the pallet system to transport them?
Speaker 2:
Oh, okay. Good question. The reason why I don’t use pallets, because a lot of my sites are
very, very remote. I might have to cross creeks and that type of thing. And I’m only small scales
only run about two 50 hives. And the reason is I’ve also got a four-wheel drive ute and the
photo I sent you with the truck, I can actually get the ute and trailer into these sites. So I’ve got
a lot of little sites that I use. So then I’ve also, obviously for the big stuff I can use the trailer. But
yeah, for pallets it’s not suited for me.
Speaker 1:
Okay. That’s all good. So when you transport the hives, do you close off the entrance way?
Speaker 2:
Yes, I do actually, yes, I close the entrance off when I transport.
Speaker 1:
What do you use for that?
Speaker 2:
Ironically, I just used a, was bit different is a cloth to blocked the entrance. So then I use that
because find it actually the easiest way. I’ve tried hive closes and all sorts of things over the
years, but with a cloth, once you’re on site, all I’ve got to do is quickly run around and pull the
cloth and it releases the bees. And for me it’s, it’s a primitive way of doing it, but I found that
the best way.
Speaker 1:
Yeah. Okay. How far do you take the bees? Does that depend on the season or?
Speaker 2:
Yeah, so how far? So from what would be say, Yarra Valley and they go to just near Robin
Vale. So that’s in a truck that’s about a seven hour drive
Speaker 1:
In a truck
Speaker 2:
And it’s about 500 something, just over 500 kilometres.
Speaker 1:
That’s a lot.
Speaker 2:
I know I was doing that the other day. I had to do it twice. Yeah.
Speaker 1:
Oh gosh. So do you have to do anything in particular before transporting the beers to get ‘em
ready for it or anything?
Speaker 2:
Probably, yeah, good question. If I’m doing sort of big moves and there’s not that many
throughout the year, they’re mostly sort of smaller ones. But I do, the bigger shift that I do is
I just consolidate ‘em at one site so they’re all in one area and then I can do that, then I can
move them from one area rather than going to all these different areas, loading ‘em and then
going have them all consolidated in one spot.

Speaker 1:
Okay. Yep. So when you move them, how do you keep track of them?
Speaker 2:
Track of got stickers that are on top of the hives and it’s got, usually it’s more got to do with
strength of hive and what queen or genetics are inside each hive. But there is a room for
notes, so I can go usually as far as where they’ve come from, I usually put the suburbs, so
that could be Mansfield, could be Yara Junction, could be kangaroo grounds, so I can use
that. It’s pretty basic, but it kind of works.
Speaker 1:
Yeah. So with the var mites spreading, how do you keep the hives from getting those diseas-
es? Or is there no way to stop it?
Speaker 2:
No, there’s no way to stop it because the particular mites actually, they grow exponentially
and if there’s an infected hive close by, your hive can easily get it easily. It’s transported by
the bees.
Speaker 1:
Oh, right, okay. Yes. Yep. So when you load the hives onto the truck, do they need a certain
amount of room in between them or can they be jam packed together?
Speaker 2:
No, they can be jam packed. The bases of each hive I use is ventilated, so I don’t use ven-
tilated lids, but the bases are ventilated and I do it at nighttime, so they’re the coolest part of
the night, so know’s where I leave at, sort of midnight at night to actually move my phone.
That’s the best time of day, best time to actually do it so they don’t overheat.

Speaker 1:
Oh yeah, perfect. Do you have to take regular stops to spray them down or anything?
Speaker 2:
No. No. Okay. Because the time of year being that spring, it’s cool enough to do it. The big
trips I do is always this time of year where if I’m doing smaller trips, once again it’s at nighttime.
Even on a hot night it’s okay because I’m only a couple of hours driving and because you’ve
got that wind driving, that keeps ‘em cool. So I don’t have to actually spray myself. And that’s
with the spots I’m usually in is a little bit more temperate as opposed to crazy hot. So that’s not
a concern.
Speaker 1:
So when you are preparing them moving into one side, do you manually do that with hands or
do you use something else?
Speaker 2:
So there’s fundamentally three ways. So let’s say I’ve got the crane on the truck but doing big
loads. I’ve also got a lifter, it’s called a lift, carta lift, and that’s made in Hungary and that’s like a
trolley and it’s got a lifter on it. Yeah, electronic sort of lifter.
Speaker 1:
Yep. And I can see that you’ve got the straps going around the truck.
Speaker 2:
Yes.
Speaker 1:
Do they move, do the hives move around?
Speaker 2:
Oh, good question. If I’ve done the straps correctly. No they don’t. Okay.
Speaker 2:
It’s actually funny, the other day I lose track of days. I work full on this time of year, but I had a
strap come off on the back of my trailer with five hives tied down to it and a truck was passing
me and he sort of gave me the toot and fingers pointing towards the back of the trailer be-
cause I can’t see it in my mirror. And I pulled over and actually the strap had come off and so
the end, the hives were just sitting there. I’m quite embarrassing actually, but I’m a careful driver.
So it’s luckily they didn’t fall off because that’d be devastating and dangerous. And dangerous
too.
Speaker 1:
Yeah. Oh god,
Speaker 2:
I know. It’s the sort of things where happened, you got to be careful because the other day it’s
a 19 hour solid working, so 19 hours solid and when you’re tired, that’s when you make mis-
takes. I hadn’t done it really tight and it just happened to come loose.



Speaker 1:
So when you get to the different sites, do you use the loader to put them on the ground?
Speaker 2:
Not always. Sometimes I like to actually use a bit of physical movement, so if the hives crazy
heavy, quite often I’ll just lift them off by hand. I’ll manually do it. Probably the reason so much
driving involved is your body gets a bit stagnant and so to actually use some physical muscular
sort of energy and actually I don’t mind doing that so often, not always, but I’ll often just manu-
ally do it. Probably not too crazy heavy.
Speaker 1:
And I assume that you can’t put all the hives in one area?
Speaker 2:
Yeah, that’s right. Yeah, generally not. Yeah, you’ve got to be spread out. Right.
Speaker 1:
And then do you put a mesh cover over the top of it as well or just leave it open? No,
Speaker 2:
No, I don’t. Each hive is individually blocked. Yeah, I actually, because I don’t shift them when
they’re with open entrances, yeah. I don’t have to put a mesh over ‘em. Alright.
Speaker 1:
Do you have anything else you could add or anything I should know?
Speaker 2:
I suppose tell me, so the project, I guess, what do you want to achieve with the project? You’re
doing
Speaker 1:
Better
Speaker 2:
Idea.
Speaker 1:
It is F for a design project, so I either have to, I’m trying to focus on the actual transporting the
hives onto the trucks and just understanding that area of it because does it affect the bees a lot
if they’re being moved around?
Speaker 2:
Oh, good question. That’s a good question. I think there is a certain amount of stress involved.
Yeah, there’s a certain amount of stress, but you know what I mean, it’s obviously, yeah, but it’s
not detrimental. What I mean, so if I was to be in at a hive, I wouldn’t be locked up and sort of
thrown on and bounced around for hours and hours, but it doesn’t, it’s not detrimental to ‘em.
Okay. So it’s got to settle down. Usually within four to six hours they’ve settled down, they’ve
orientated and they’ve flat out foraging for pollen and nectar. So it’s sort of not that bad.

Speaker 2:
Yeah, so if you’re thinking like a design, they’re called molden, pretty sure it’s Molden honey, he’s
come up with a system for moving hives. So it’s like a truck. The big trucks have got the curtains on
the side and he’s got a set up where there’s a mister can set on a pump and it basically miss with
water all that internal of inside the truck. So he moves his bees zone in hot weather so he can do
that. So it’s a bit done in a sort of quite unique sort of way. So that’s one thing he does. As far as
the loading aspect goes, having an all terrain forklift with pallets is definitely easier. But the problem
is, it’s kind of funny because the beekeepers you see that have pallets and forklifts, they’re always
fat. That true, always fat because they’re not using any physical sort of movement. You know what
I mean? So it’s kind of funny. So that’s how they do and that is a better way of doing it, more effi-
ciency as far as loading, because loading is, other than the driving from site to site, it is quite time
consuming. Loading bees onto a vehicle of sorts, there’s a lot to it.
Speaker 1:
So the project is to drive increased efficiencies and biosecurity in the pollination service industry.
Speaker 2:
Okay, okay. Yeah, it’s an interesting one. And as far as diseases that pests diseases go, the biggest
culprits are beekeepers moving their bees and I’m guilty of moving bees and that’s where this par-
ticular role might. Whereabouts are you based, Emily? Whereabouts are you?
Speaker 1:
Brisbane.
Speaker 2:
Oh, Brisbane, okay. So yeah, as far as have you’ve sort of seen in Sydney, Newcastle, it’s spread-
ing everywhere. I think there’s over 230 IPS infected premises and all of them is because of bee-
keepers, even their bees. So they’re the ones to blame as such. I do the same thing. So as far as
biosecurity, as far as I suppose, yeah. What else? There’s safety aspect, you know what I mean? I
think the old straps around them, that works. You know what I mean? Whether it’s pellets or singly,
loaded hives during winter’s, almond pollination on, there’s always a beehive sitting on the side of
the road where it’s come off.
Speaker 1:
Oh wow.
Speaker 2:
Always. Yeah, always. Yeah. So it’s kind of, I think maybe increasing that safety, but I think it’s be-
cause it’s the busiest time of year for beekeepers. Once again, once you’re tired and you’ve got
suffering from fatigue, that’s when mistakes happen. So being fatigued, that’s when that’s more likely
that be a problem than happen. Yeah, yeah. I’m trying to think of anything else I can add to it.
Speaker 1:
Any products or processes,
Speaker 2:
So processes of moving bees? Yeah,



Speaker 2:
Well the easy load is good. An Australian, I text you what it is, you can Google that, not all that
far from you in Bona. So it’s Australian design, they’ve been around for 30, 40 years or some-
thing. And that’s a great, and they’ve got different models and definitely look at their website.
We’ve got different models as to what they do from a small sort of sideline, hobbyist, beekeeper
right up to big commercial beekeepers who can actually move one pallets. So these cranes can
actually lift I think two box pallets. So that’s a great sort of design. There’s positives with using an
easy loader. A crane is, it takes less footprint on a truck so that that’s a negative when it comes
to forklifts. So if you’ve got a forklift, you’ve got a big footprint on the truck so that all of a sudden
that bigger footprint means you take less hives. So yeah, that’s negative for that where a crane
is efficient in aspects. As I said, for other beekeepers, for smaller beekeepers, there’s this called
comfort lift, so I’ll send you that so you can sort of visualise that and that’s a really good design
for doing, finding that. Okay, there we go. So yeah, someone’s sort of running 2050 pipes is a
good, great way of doing it too. So I’ve got one of them as well, which is great for, yeah, as far
as products go, I’ll just text that to you. Yeah, yeah.
Speaker 1:
Oh yeah,
Speaker 2:
You said that’s a little truck? Yeah, I think Where are the photos? Oh, oh, actually another one.
Yeah, another. Okay. I’m just, sorry, I’m looking at photos and I’m going to send you a pho-
to. You can see what happened to me. This happened to me a couple of days ago. A big, big
problem with getting bees into various areas is getting bogged, getting stuck, you know what I
mean? So there is something that some beekeepers have, it’s hugely expensive, which is real-
ly good on putting on trucks. It’s called C T I, which stands for Central Tyre Inflation. And having
that on a vehicle, what it does is it basically makes your tyres go flat and when your tyres are flat,
you’ve got more surface area to drive on sand and things like that.
Speaker 1:
Yep, that’s a good idea.
Speaker 2:
Yeah, it is. Yeah, they do it. It’s big in the logging industry in America, Canada and so forth. So
the big trucks that moving logs or wood, they use it this C T I, but it is his expensive. That’s the
only problem. What else else can I tell you? Yeah, so I think transportation getting bogged all
the time. Beekeepers get bogged because you’re dealing with a big weight and I mean vehicles,
some beekeepers use four wheel drive trucks, problems with a four wheel drive truck, you add
another $50,000 onto the price, you know what I mean? So it’s not necessarily the efficiency of
it’s not necessarily that good and they don’t drive as well. All our trucks on the highways. Yeah.
What else can I tell you? Really?
Speaker 1:
I don’t know.
Speaker 2:
I think that’s send you a couple of photos. This is one of me, so you can sort of visualise it.
There’s one of me workers there, it’s on Corolla. I’ll sent a couple of photos last few days. So
you get to sort of see

Speaker 1:
How long do they stay on the sites for?
Speaker 2:
Oh, good question. It does vary from crop to crop, any the sort of nuts and things they stay on
usually three to four weeks, depending on weather dependent apples. All your stone fruits are the
same, berries are different. Boobies, raspberries, blackberries, they can stay on for an extended
period of time because what happens, you get the flowers coming on at different times. So yeah,
so that’s where they don’t just have this big flowering period and then they stop. You know what I
mean? Flowers can trickle. So especially breweries can go for sort of two months. You get big air
flashers
Speaker 1:
And you don’t have to do anything to maintain them or anything.
Speaker 2:
Yeah, it depends on how long in a short period of time. So less than a month, the answer’s no,
if it’s that two months, usually enough to do one visit to make sure that they’re happy and healthy
bees. So it’s usually that’s enough to, for ‘em to just make sure. Sometimes, obviously depending
on the crops, a lot of crops can be very poor. Their flowers nutritional, their nutritional value can be
quite poor. They’ve got low levels of proteins in a pollen and minimal nectar, so like apple’s, pears,
it can be really quite bad for these in that aspect, but it’s for a short period of time. So it’s not a big
concern in that aspect. It does vary from crop to crop.
Speaker 1:
And if they do get diseases, what do you do with the hives?
Speaker 2:
Good question. It depends on the disease. So generally bees are going to, if you look at say chalk
brood, that’s a fungal infection that’s usually got to do with the genetics of the bees and weath-
er conditions and nutrition. So usually it’s a case of increasing nutrition of the bees is enough, and
sometimes reque introducing new genetics, that’s enough to clear up chalk brood you are up in
brey, so if you’ve got bees up there, they have issues what’s called African small hive beetles a real
problem, you know what I mean? Sort of northern New South Wales, right up Queensland for the
sheer fact is the beetles, the larval stage is like a maggot and they can kill hives like slime ‘em out.
So they’re problem because it’s cold and temperate down here, it’s not a problem for us in Victo-
rians, they don’t have in Tasmania, upper small high Beatles as far as trying, you do see from time
to time European fery disease and the worst ones American foul brew disease. It does happen from
time to time, but those bees ever, it does happen. They’re euthanized. And then what I do is any of
the equipment, the box and frames and things goes to a place called stereo tech and they use the
type of a microwave gamma radiation and the box is sterilised so I can use them again. Okay. So
it’s a way of minimising infection and that type of thing. And that just helps that more prevention as
far as that type of thing.
Speaker 1:
So if you took it to a site and then one hive managed to get a disease like that, would you take it
back with the rest of them or would you do a separate trip?



Speaker 2:
No, no, I’ll take it back with the rest of them. But they’re locked up. Yeah, so they’re locked up,
so there’s no way they could be transferred that disease. Yeah.
Speaker 1:
Okay. Your hives are made out of wood.
Speaker 2:
Yes. So I try and keep things as sustainable as possible. So it’s Australian pine, sometimes it’s
New Zealand pine, so you buy ‘em as a flat pack and we assemble ‘em here. The boxes are
treated in a very unique way. There’s not a heap of beekeepers do it, but it’s called wax dip-
ping. So think of it like a potato, like a chip. So the boxes are cooked in wax at 180 degrees
Celsius for 10 to 15 minutes. And so that dries out the wood and helps ate it. And then they’re
painted four times with white concrete paint that really? Yeah, you literally get decades out of
them. That’s a way of preserving the wood. I hate plastic, but the bases I use are made out of
plastic. They’re a ventilator plastic base. They’re good for the fact they don’t rot, you know what
I mean? Wood rots over time. But being a plastic base that works really, really well. They’re
made here in Victoria in Swan Hill and they use a certain amount of recycled plastics, so they’re
quite plastics go. It’s quite sustainable in a roundabout way.
Speaker 1:
Yeah. Have you tried different materials for the hives?
Speaker 2:
I’ve tried everything, absolutely. If there’s a hive out there, I’ve tried it from e p s, which is ex-
panded polystyrene to plastic hives to different types of wood and that type of one. So I’ve
done all different types. I’ve found wood to be the best. I mean I try and keep the bees as
natural as possible. So yeah, so I found that’s the best product to use. But there’s positives and
negatives with all different types. So if you look at say polystyrene hives, they’ve got the best
thermal properties. So their thermal properties are absolutely fantastic because actually they’re
three times better insulation than wood. So the bees will actually consume less honey over
winter. They’re known to produce more honey because they can once again due to the ther-
mal properties, but they’re negative is been polystyrene. They break easy. The wax moth, which
is another pest, can chew holes in it, mice can bird can glass cockatoos. So that can be a bit
of a problem. And I’ve tried them, there’s two brands that I’ve tried, one out of Finland and the
other one out of pond tried them, they’re good, but once again, you tie a strapped to ‘em, even
though it’s expanded poly historian. So it’s hardened, it still can actually bend and break. So I’m
not a fan of them and that’s just me personally.
Speaker 1:
Yeah. So when you have them just not on the truck, when they’re just on the ground, are they
elevated?
Speaker 2:
No, not at all.

Speaker 2:
No, just go straight the ground, no issues with rot or anything. I use those plastic bases. I said
every other component of the hives would, I don’t use plastic beeswax sheets, so I use pure
bees wax, which are embedded onto stainless steel wire. So I find they’re really, really good.
Once plastic’s got its positives, but once again, it’s prefer not plastic. If you give a frame of
plastic to inside a bee, Ivan and natural wax, the bees always go for natural wax. They always
prefer it. Yeah.
Speaker 1:
Okay. Can’t think of anything else.
Speaker 2:
Yeah, I think if you’ve got any other questions or you don’t be scared, just let me know if
there’s anything. Yeah, yeah. Shoot you for a message or yeah, let us know. Am I the first
beekeeper you’ve spoken to?
Speaker 1:
Yes.
Speaker 2:
Have you talk to beekeepers? A little trick for you. You’ve got to hassle on. Okay. Yeah, don’t
be scared with beekeepers, don’t be scared to pester ‘em. Send them five messages a day.
Beekeepers, generally you struggle to get ‘em during the daytime, so yeah, after dinner is
usually the best time to get ‘em. What’s your job, Emily? What do you do outside of studying?
What do you
Speaker 1:
Do? I’m a swimming teacher. Oh, cool. Okay. Awesome. Cool. Very different.
Speaker 2:
No, it is different. Yeah, so you’ll find, yeah, so don’t be scared if you want to talk to other
beekeepers, hustle ‘em. Don’t be timid, you’ve got to just hustle ‘em. Call ‘em even. Call ‘em
five times a day. But yeah, generally speaking, during the daytime it’s a bit tricky getting bee-
keepers if it’s nice weather. But yeah, if you need to talk to others, even after dinner, if you’re
not working, beekeepers will talk at nighttime.
Speaker 1:
Well thank you very much.
Speaker 2:
My pleasure. No worries. Anything. No, happy to help. And thank you for your patience too.
Thank you. That’s okay. And if you need any other help, I’m there for you. So if there’s any-
thing else, just lemme know. Happy to help.
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Picture from interview 



Based on research

Areas of design intervention

Ergonomics of products
• The ergonomics need to be explored more throughout the hive design. All the interviews
showed the importance of making sure that the hives are easier to carry. The design of
the current hives, still use the plans from the original Langstroth hive. The modifications
that are currently being placed on to the hives allow for easier and more efficient way of
moving hives. Current Langstroth hives create a larger risk of injury to beekeepers,
especially hobbyists as they are more likely to more their hives by hand. Other products
including pallets and smokers have not changed despite modern technology. By improving
the ergonomics, it will increase efficiencies of moving the hives, creating less injuries and
allowing for easier movement of the hives.

Transportation opportunities
• Although there is limited research into the transportation of beehives, the surveys,
interviews, and observations allowed for a justified area for opportunity. Most beekeeper
use a forklift and truck to move their hives for pollinations services, with pallets that are
either the wrong size or have been modified. These methods have not changed sice the
start of commercial beekeeping and thus highlight an area of opportunity by incorportation
modern technology. There could also be an area of opportunity with the type of vehicles
that are currently being used, instead of using trailers and trucks.

Management opportunities
• All literature research pointed towards the management of the hives during transportation
as well as the interivews. The importance of keeping a hive healthy is fundamental to
beekeepers as it is a very large industry. Whilst also producing honey, the bees must
pollinate the crops in our food security industry. Overheating was the main issue whilst
transporting the hives and this creates aother area for opportunity. When on the truck the
orientation of the hives matter as different parts of the truck get different airflows whilst
driving. A cooling system could enhance the safety of the bees and thus keeping the food
security and agricultural industry flowing.













Assessment 2 - refining ideas - hive pallet and cover



https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=VUnFL9P8Z_E&ab_channel=MobileIndustrialRobots
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Prototyping 

Adhesive Bonding:

• Glue: Using various types of glue, such as wood glue or super glue, to bond the edges or surfaces of the box together.

• Hot Glue: Molten adhesive applied through a glue gun for quick bonding of materials like cardboard and lightweight plastics.

• Epoxy: A strong adhesive that forms a durable bond and is suitable for joining different materials like wood, metal, or plastic.



Mechanical Fasteners:

• Screws: Commonly used in wooden boxes, screws provide a strong and durable connection when drilled into the material.

• Nails: Nails can be used for joining wooden boxes. They are hammered into the material and can be reinforced with glue for added strength.

• Staples: Staples are often used in cardboard and thin wooden boxes. They are applied using a staple gun.

• Brackets and Corner Braces: Metal brackets or corner braces can be attached to the corners of the box for reinforcement.

• Dovetail Joints: A strong and decorative woodworking joint where pins and tails are carved to interlock, commonly used in high-quality wooden boxes.

Joints 



Interlocking Joints:

• Tongue and Groove: A joint where a protruding "tongue" on one piece fits into a matching slot (groove) on another piece, creating a snug fit.

• Mortise and Tenon: A traditional woodworking joint where a tenon (a protruding piece) fits into a mortise (a hole) creating a strong connection.

• Box Joints: Similar to dovetail joints, box joints are created by interlocking fingers of two pieces, providing a sturdy connection.

Folded Joints:

• Finger Joints: Also known as comb joints, they are created by interlocking rectangular cuts in corresponding pieces. This joint is common in plywood 

boxes.

• Dovetail Fold: Folded interlocking joints resembling dovetail joints, often used in folded cardboard or plastic boxes.

Snap-Fit Joints:

• Snap-Locks: Small plastic protrusions designed to snap into corresponding holes, securing parts together without the need for additional fasteners.

• Tabs and Slots: Tabs on one piece fit into slots on another, creating a secure connection without adhesives or fasteners.

Joints



Types of joints that can be used 
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Materials 

Current materials 

Wood:

• Softwood (Pine, Spruce): Softwood pallets are lightweight and cost-effective. They are commonly used for one-way shipments and are recyclable.

• Hardwood (Oak, Maple): Hardwood pallets are more durable and suitable for heavy loads. They have a longer lifespan and are often used for multiple trips. They are also 

recyclable and can be repaired easily.

Plastic:

• Plastic pallets are lightweight, durable, and resistant to moisture, chemicals, and insects. They are easy to clean and are often used in industries where hygiene is crucial, such 

as pharmaceuticals and food processing. Plastic pallets have a longer lifespan than wooden pallets but are more expensive.

Metal:

• Metal pallets, usually made from aluminum or steel, are exceptionally strong and durable. They are resistant to fire, insects, and chemicals. Metal pallets are often used for 

heavy machinery and equipment. They have a long lifespan but are considerably heavier than wooden or plastic pallets.

Paper:

• Paper pallets are lightweight and often used for light to medium loads. They are eco-friendly, recyclable, and biodegradable. Paper pallets are commonly used in industries 

where weight is a concern, such as air freight.

Composite:

• Composite pallets are made from a combination of different materials, such as wood and plastic. They aim to combine the durability of plastic with the cost-effectiveness of 

       wood. These pallets are often used for medium to heavy loads and offer a balance between strength and affordability.



Materials 

Types of plastics

Polypropylene (PP)

• Durability: Polypropylene is known for its toughness and durability, making it suitable for various applications where impact resistance is essential.

• UV Resistance: PP has good resistance to ultraviolet (UV) radiation, making it suitable for outdoor applications where prolonged exposure to sunlight is a concern. UV-stabilized PP grades 

are available for enhanced UV resistance.

• Weatherproof: Polypropylene is naturally resistant to moisture and weathering, making it suitable for outdoor use without significant degradation.

• Injection Molding: PP is widely used is injection molding processes due to its excellent flow properties, allowing for complex and detailed mold designs.

• Affordability: Polypropylene is relatively inexpensive compared to some other engineering plastics, making it a cost-effective choice for many applications.

High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE)

• Durability: HDPE is known for its high strength-to-density ratio, providing excellent durability and impact resistance. It can withstand heavy loads and harsh handling.

• UV Resistance: HDPE has natural UV resistance and is often used in outdoor applications such as playground equipment, outdoor furniture, and storage tanks. It can resist the damaging 

effects of sunlight over extended periods.

• Weatherproof: HDPE is resistant to moisture and weather conditions, making it suitable for outdoor use. It does not absorb water and is resistant to mold, mildew, and rot.

• Injection Molding: HDPE is well-suited for injection molding processes, allowing for the production of complex shapes and intricate designs. It has good flow properties, facilitating the 

molding process.

• Affordability: HDPE is cost-effective and widely available, making it one of the most economical choices among engineering plastics.

Polycarbonate 

• Durability: Polycarbonate is highly impact-resistant and shatterproof, making it suitable for applications where durability and strength are critical, such as safety glasses, protective shields, 

and outdoor signage.

• UV Resistance: Polycarbonate has inherent UV resistance, and it can withstand prolonged exposure to sunlight without significant degradation. This property makes it suitable for outdoor 

use where UV protection is necessary.

• Weatherproof: Polycarbonate is resistant to moisture, and it can withstand various weather conditions. It does not degrade or become brittle due to exposure to rain or humidity.

• Injection Molding: Polycarbonate can be injection molded to produce complex shapes and intricate designs. It has good flow properties, allowing for the production of detailed and precise 

parts.

• Transparency and Optical Clarity: Polycarbonate is transparent and offers excellent optical clarity, making it ideal for applications such as lenses, windows, and displays.

• Impact Resistance: PC is extremely impact-resistant and virtually unbreakable, even at high strengths. It is often used in applications where impact resistance is crucial.

Going to use polycarbonate as it:

• is impact resistant and transparent

• uv resistant and heat resistant 
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Final renders - exploded view
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